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Abstract The sociological analyses of contemporary society mostly emphasize its liquid and flexible character,
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T

he sociological studies of contemporary society

gimes of the first modernity, the second one, as well

emphasize its liquid, flexible, and open (unfin-

as elements of traditional culture that are still more

ished) character (Lyotard 1984; Rorty 1989; Bauman

visible than in Western societies. The traditional or-

In Poland, these tensions are particularly acute because of the collision of the regimes of modernity,

2000), which provides new opportunities, but also

der lasted longer in Poland than in Western Europe

postmodernity and elements of traditional culture that are still more visible than in the West.

new threats on both the macro and the biographi-

because of the colonial (Poland regained indepen-

The aim of this paper is to present the relationships between two of the above-mentioned orders:

cal levels (Beck 1992). We assume that the liquidi-

dence in 1918 after over a century of non-existence

modernity and postmodernity in the sphere of work, with reference to the biographical structure

ty of the present times can be more accurately seen

as the Polish state) and semi-peripheral position in

of an individual’s experience. An empirical example of these tensions is demonstrated in the auto-

not necessarily as a specificity of the new emerging

the global system (within Wallerstein’s meaning

biographical story of Piotr, a freelance business psychologist. The article’s first part focuses on the

postmodern order, but as a manifestation of the in-

[1974]). The communist Polish People’s Republic

theoretical framework and methodology that were applied while investigating the biographical

terference of various social orders that have already

modernized the “traditional” country, but at the

manifestations of the clashes between these orders. The second part includes a detailed analysis of

been described in the categories of “premodernity,”

same time it maintained many traditional elements

the narrator’s life story, linking the psychological and sociological perspectives. Furthermore, two

“modernity” and “postmodernity” (cf. Marody, Gi-

which proved functional for a rapid top-down mod-

meanings of work and their implications for the given case are presented. Finally, the analyzed

za-Poleszczuk 2004; Pakulski 2009). In order to un-

ernization. The so-called transformation after the

interview is discussed in a broader perspective, in comparison to other cases.

derstand the present times, it is essential to recon-

fall of communism in 1989 constituted the second

struct the tensions that arise from the coexistence of

modernization (cf. “neomodernity” in Kollmorgen

these three orders. In Poland, these tensions are par-

2004) in Poland, which has been similarly incoher-

ticularly acute because of the interference of the re-

ent as was the first one. At the same time, global and

coherence of the present times could, however, also be perceived as the interference of various social
orders that have been described by scholars as “premodernity,” “modernity” and “postmodernity.”

Keywords social order, late capitalism, neoliberalism, modernity, postmodernity, biography, work, freelancing,
Poland
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European transformations in the spheres of politics,

ity of mechanisms (what mechanisms occur?), rath-

shift from the traditional (socialist) type of employ-

in managerial biographies, in particular to the con-

economics and culture have brought about social

er than their quantitative features (how intense or

ment, based on long-term contracts, to the capitalist

temporary corporate standards of increasing com-

processes often associated in sociological literature

widespread they are?). Within the context of Piotr’s

(neoliberal) labor regimes characterized by flexible,

petitiveness, creativity, availability, and work effec-

with the term “postmodern” (e.g. transformation of

overall biographical story, the atypical character of

fixed-term project-based and task-based employ-

tiveness measured by the employee’s usefulness for

the state and economic regime, multiplication, dif-

typical mechanisms makes them more visible. Fur-

ment arrangements (Mrozowicki 2016: 95; cf. Mro-

the particular work project (Biały 2015; Domecka

ferentiation, and “individualization” of the forms of

thermore, the peculiar relationship between those

zowicki 2011; Domecka and Mrozowicki 2013)2. The

2016; Waniek 2016). On the other hand, researchers

occupational paths, social relations (among others,

mechanisms makes it possible to avoid some ele-

process of dismantling the institution of state-guar-

refer to the phenomenon of precariousness (Sowa

family), as well as changes in the sphere of an indi-

ments of stereotypical interpretation, as it will be

anteed employment and the flexibilization of the la-

2010; Mrozowicki 2016; cf. Standing 2011), and of

vidual’s identity).

described at the end of the text. In the first part of

bor market were fuelled and justified by neoliberal,

non-linear, fragmented career patterns (Domecka

the article we briefly focus on the theoretical con-

individualistic ideas of self-development, based on

and Mrozowicki 2013; Róg-Ilnicka 2015; cf. Giddens

The aim of this paper is not to specifically describe

text and methodology applied in our study. In the

a constant need to show one’s initiative, creativity,

1991; Beck 1992; Sennett 1998; Fenton and Dermott

these orders and changes, but only to demonstrate

next section, we summarize the narrator’s life story

entrepreneurial attitude, and on individually cop-

2006), and the “disenchantment” with flexibility

the relationships and tensions between two of the

and analyze his narrative in detail, linking psycho-

ing with risk and uncertainty (cf. Boltanski and

(Strzelecki 2012; Giermanowska 2013; cf. Zalewski

above-mentioned orders: modernity and postmo-

logical and sociological perspectives. We then dis-

Chiapello 1999). These assumptions superseded the

2012), features which are being differently experi-

dernity in the area of work, having reference to the

tinguish two meanings of work and describe their

expectations (culturally rooted in the socialist sys-

enced, depending on the type of employment (low-

biographical structure of an individual’s experience1.

implications, referring both to the given interview

tem) of a long-lasting affirmation of an individual’s

or high-skilled workers, businessmen) (Domecka

It is not our intention to present the distribution and

and to the broader perspective. Finally, we place the

educational and professional status, and the resul-

and Mrozowicki 2013; Mrozowicki 2016), generation

intensity of these phenomena in the population or

analyzed case in a wider spectrum containing vari-

tant claims with respect to the scope and durabili-

(Poławski 2012) or position in the class structure

their typology, but to make their mechanisms more

ations of the two meanings of work.

ty of employment related to this status (cf. Sennett

(Strzelecki 2012; Gdula 2014). Particular attention

1998). Some researchers criticize professional career

has lately been given to the issue of the “normaliza-

changes in the broader context of late capitalism. On

tion” of precarious, uncertain, low-paid and highly

one hand, they point to the neoliberal order with-

flexible employment, which is perceived by a grow-

“visible.” Thus we present the analytical results of
one narrative interview with a freelance business

Theoretical context of our investigation

psychologist, one that particularly clearly reflects
the above-mentioned problems. When it comes to

Polish researchers have been mostly interested in

the work-life relation, Piotr’s case constitutes rath-

macrostructural features of Poland’s transforma-

er “extreme” than “average” type of freelancer in

tion after 1989 (cf. Rychard 1993; Wnuk-Lipiński

Polish late capitalism (cf. Miller 2016). Yet, it makes

and Ziółkowski 2001; Domański 2002; 2004; Marody

the sociological interpretation of the typical mecha-

and Giza-Poleszczuk 2004; Kochanowicz, Mandes,

nisms, which are specific for the present time, more

and Marody 2007; Krzemiński 2011; Jasiecki 2013).

accurate. Our intention here is to uncover the qual-

Recently however, there has been an increase in
qualitative research concerning individual (bi-

This attempt to reconstruct the biographical consequences
of the interrelationship between “premodernity,” “modernity” and “postmodernity” has been undertaken within the research project Poles in the world of late capitalism: changes of biographical processes in terms of professional careers, social relations
and identity at the time of system transformation in Poland,conducted at the Institute of Sociology, University of Lodz. The
project is financed by the Polish National Science Center,
grant no: UMO-2013/11/B/HS6/01473.

1
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ographical) perspectives of that phenomenon. Generally speaking, scholars have focused on individuals’ experience with respect to the more or less
intense conflicts, tensions, and dilemmas that were
recounted, depending on the given generations (in
Mannheim’s terms [1927]), and resulting from the

ing number of young people entering the job market
This is manifested in the continuous liberalization of the
Polish job market, which was supposed to be a remedy for
the high level of unemployment and to stimulate employability and competitiveness. Despite the fact these goals were
achieved, the rapid increase in temporary employment contracts, as well as other features not regulated by the Labor
Code (in terms of working time, minimum wage, annual
leave, etc.) and in forms of employment (including civil law
contracts or so called “junk contracts” and self-employment)
were observed during the last decade (Mrozowicki 2016). Interestingly, the share of people working on different types of
“junk contracts” decreased from about 1.3 million in 2014 to
about 480 thousand in 2016 (about 3.7 per cent of all employed
persons), while at the same time the number of the self-employed persons grew from 1.1 million to almost 2.3 million
during that period (GUS 2017). On one hand, this may be considered a result of the Polish authorities’ efforts to promote
and force employers to hire people on more “stable” terms,
but on the other hand such a significant increase in the number of the self-employed means that most probably many
people who previously had civil law contracts were forced to
become self-employed.

2

as an obvious and “natural,” albeit temporary, feature of their careers (Poławski 2012; Strzelecki 2012;
Gdula 2014; Mrozowicki 2016).
One specific type of career development in the situation of rising flexibility of the labor market is that of
freelancer, which, except for few exceptions (Infakt
2010; Piejko 2012; Miller 2016) has not been deeply
analyzed so far by Polish researchers. Interestingly,
as was noted by Piotr Miller (2016), the author of the
most comprehensive Polish study on freelancers, in
most cases researchers had not differentiated freelance work as a separate phenomenon, but had been
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focused instead on self-employment, short-term

interview is expanded in connection with our spe-

high-quality transcription of the verbal material so

tance on the Polish labor market3. The interview

contract employment, or “junk contract” employ-

cific approach, the aim of which is to reconstruct

that a researcher can differentiate communicative

was carried out in two stages, in the summer and

ment. Most of the Polish, and especially the West

biographical processes by identifying more or less

schemes of narratives (narration, description, argu-

winter of 2015, and lasted over six hours. Piotr is

European and American studies on the growing

habitual structures of the organization of experi-

mentation), as well as pauses, hesitations or para-

a business psychologist in his early forties, living

number of people carrying on flexible employment

ence(s). Thus, the accent is on phenomenological

linguistic phenomena (laughter, crying, self-correc-

in a middle-sized Polish city. Both the narrator’s

refer to already well-grounded concepts of prote-

and psychological analysis (the Gestalt therapy ap-

tions, etc.), which are regarded as significant mark-

and his family stories were strongly affected by Po-

an career (Hall 1976), portfolio career (Handy 1994),

proach) (cf. Perls, Hefferline, and Goodman 1951),

ers of the dynamics of the interviewee’s self-percep-

land’s systemic transformation from communism

boundaryless career (Arthur 1994; Defillippi and Ar-

which is combined (and confronted) with sociologi-

tion. All biographical details which could lead to

to a neoliberal economy. Piotr’s parents divorced in

thur 1994; Arthur and Rousseau 1996; Sullivan 1999;

cal analysis of the social orders deeply embedded in

identification of the narrator’s real identity are also

the 1980s, when he and his younger brother were

Sullivan and Arthur 2006) and post-corporate career

socio-historical conditions.

thoroughly anonymized.

young kids, which in the context of both the past

(Peiperl and Baruch 1997). These concepts were also

and present conservative Polish society led the
In a typical autobiographical narrative interview,

The presented project’s empirical data base covers

narrator to describe his family as “dysfunction-

the informant is asked at the beginning to present

50 autobiographical narrative interviews (out of 82

al.” In the communist period, his father was a coal

Since there are a significant number of analyses on

either his or her entire life, or a given topic of inter-

planned in total), conducted with employees be-

miner, and in the new economic reality after 1989

employment changes in post-socialist Poland in

est, in which he or she participated, in an ex tempo-

tween 2014 and 2016 in major Polish cities. The inter-

he could not find a job. Thus, as was the case with

the Polish sociology, including some papers on the

re narrative. After this stage, the interviewer asks

viewees are recruited via a snowballing technique,

many other Poles at that time, the only solution

biographical experiences of workers, the conduct-

questions referring to those parts of the narrative

which deliberately aims at a sample that is broad

for him was to seek seasonal work abroad for the

ed project does not focus solely on the profession-

which were not detailed enough. Finally, in the

and diversified in socio-demographic terms. The

next several years, which enabled him to financial-

al sphere, but attempts to broadly reconstruct the

third stage the interviewee plays the role of experts

structural features of work organization, as well as

ly support his second newly established family,

stories of contemporary Poles who find themselves

and theoreticians of themselves (Flick 2009), and are

the corporate standards of project-based working

as well as Piotr and his brother, while at the same

in the situation framed by collision of the three

asked questions that aim at “theoretical accounts of

style, are not specific only to international corpora-

time this seriously strained his relations with the

above-mentioned regimes.

what happened and at balancing the story, reducing

tions (as narrowly understood), but they also pen-

narrator (Piotr). After returning to Poland, Piotr’s

the ‘meaning’ of the whole to its common denom-

etrate the whole institutional field (law, finances,

father undertook various jobs, but did not succeed

inator” (Hermanns 1995: 184). In this project, a re-

medicine, IT, media and communication, education,

in maintaining any of them for a long period of

searcher meets with an interviewee twice (the first

consulting, etc.), and therefore we conducted inter-

time. His attempts to run his own company also

The research team employs Fritz Schütze’s (2008) au-

interview lasts from three to six hours). Later the

views with various professional groups, including

failed. Currently, he does various casual jobs. As

tobiographical narrative method of data collection

first life-story narration, particularly its narrative

managers of large and small companies, the catego-

regards Piotr’s mother, during communist times

and analysis, as it provides access to the analytical

schemes, is interpreted again at the second meeting.

ry of professionals, as well as freelancers.

she had an office job in a state-owned enterprise.

tools of comprehensive reconstruction of processes

With respect to data analysis, this process is carried

associated with the formation of personal orienta-

out in a way inspired by Schütze’s (2008) approach:

tions in their social context. Developed beginning

generalizations are made by constant examining

in the early 1970s, this method derives from inter-

and comparing substantive features of various nar-

The story of Piotr presents an interesting case,

pretative-oriented sociology, which assumes that

ratives. In this sense, the biographical approach

which illustrates work-related dilemmas and ten-

reality is constructed by people themselves in daily

makes it possible to deconstruct social phenomena

sions on the contemporary Polish labor market.

interactions (Apitzsch and Inowlocki 2000). How-

from the individual perspective, irrespective of the

He represents the category of freelancers, a group

ever, in this project the autobiographical narrative

number of cases being reviewed. Analysis requires

which, as was mentioned, is growing in impor-

a reference point for our studies.

Research methodology

140
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With the change of the economic regime in Poland,

Piotr’s biographical story
3
Miller (2016) notes that the “model type” of freelancer is
a person who: 1) was “born” or has “matured” to work in this
way; 2) takes decisions in this respect individually and autonomously; 3) meets five common definitional criteria (self-employed; works in specialized, or at least creative, white-collar
work; works in the service sector for several entities; works
without a fixed place and time; and whose work requires a set
of specific personal features); and 4) pursues this career model on a full-time basis, is self-employed, and freelance work is
his or her primary source of income.
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she lost her job and, similarly as with her ex-hus-

a precise calculation of his own resources (skills and

lancers, distinguished two basic paths of “becom-

And so Piotr quickly gained a sense of indepen-

band, could not find stable employment for the

interests in the humanities) and external conditions

ing a freelancer”: 1) reaching a voluntary and au-

dence. As a result, after passing his final secondary

next 20 years. According to Piotr this has signifi-

(a growing demand for consulting services before

tonomous decision based on one’s belief in this ca-

school exams he decided to leave home and sup-

cantly influenced her psychological condition and

Poland’s accession to the EU and, in consequence,

reer model, its specificity, and the relatively higher

port himself. What was important in terms of his

led her to depression, which, in turn, resulted in

an expected inflow of European funds for “soft

possibilities of achieving professional success; or

future developments, however, was the fact that the

deepening her professional problems. Growing up

skills” development among the Polish workforce).

2) making a decision as a result of the occurrence

impetus for his actions was external-protective mo-

in these difficult conditions (framed by the family’s

Aware of the promising career prospects on the

of certain external factors, such as an unfavorable

tivation (i.e. escaping from) rather than an internal

poor economic situation, his mother’s deepening

consulting market, Piotr entered the local university

labor market situation, or recognition of one’s own

impulse or passion, a drive to do something in par-

depression, and the loosening of relations with his

and decided to study business psychology. From the

current career phase as unsatisfactory (e.g. due

ticular (i.e. escaping to) (Kaźmierska, Piotrowski, and

father) Piotr was forced to take the initiative in his

beginning of his studies he was actively broadening

to a physically and psychologically exhaustive

Waniek 2011). From the very beginning this became

life from the very beginning.

his knowledge and competences in that field. His

full-time job; routine and stressful working con-

a reason for harsh and constant arguments, mainly

involvement in students’ associations and other vol-

ditions, low wages, etc.). On the other hand, oth-

between him and his brother, and later on also be-

Although Piotr consistently underlines in his nar-

untary activities enabled him to establish a network

er scholars note that the observed global change

tween him and his parents. In consequence, both at

rative that his educational and professional choic-

of professional contacts, which quickly allowed him

in work patterns is largely linked to a large-scale

the time and today he experiences and gets caught

es were of a random character, our analysis shows

to find a job as a business psychologist even before

blockade of more traditional career paths in work

up in both feelings of guilt (because he did it), but

that in fact his decisions resulted from a biographi-

graduation. For the next few years Piotr worked in

organizations, and is a necessity rather than a fully

also resentments (because he was forced to do it),

cal action scheme. According to Schütze (2008), such

various corporations, where he further developed

free choice of an individual (cf. Sennett 1998). Pi-

which confirms the above mentioned “escapist” mo-

a scheme could be understood as a process of inten-

his competencies in the field.

otr’s story shows that the process of becoming and

tivation5:

maintaining freelance status can be more complex.

tionally undertaking and realizing one’s own goals
and expectations. In other words, a person attempts

Eight years ago, he decided to quit these jobs and

to actively shape the course of his or her life4. Thus,

choose a more, as he claims in neoliberal terms,

in the absence of strong social and cultural capital

“flexible and independent” form of work, which

in his family which could have facilitated his future

was self-employment. Being a freelance consul-

career, Piotr knew that only hard work could help

tant, he has taken on a path of career development

With Piotr’s mother becoming depressed after los-

ed to reproach me, started nagging that he was forced

him get out of the difficult situation he and his par-

voluntarily that, as he notices, could in fact be per-

ing her job, his deteriorating living conditions, and

to stay there, that he should have been... and we start-

ents were in. He was a good pupil, which, together

ceived as one leading to precarity (cf. Standing

his loosening ties between both his parents – all of

ed to become slightly conflicted and it became even

with his persistence in achieving good marks, al-

2011). His resignation from a long-term job contract

these factors had a significant impact on him in his

worse as we started to have conversations like “OK,

lowed him to finish secondary school without much

and stable employment in a corporation is, how-

adolescence. He was ashamed in front of his peers

I have moved out, but I pay the rent, nobody gives me

effort. His further educational choices resulted from

ever, not only a meaningful form of Piotr’s indi-

about his family’s poverty, and so began to earn

anything, so if you don’t like the situation you are in,

vidualization. It is also an example of a noticeable

a living early on, contributing to the financial sup-

feel free to follow my footsteps, okay? Try living on

phenomenon among Polish professionals who, af-

port of his mother and brother:

your own.” ((irritated, citing his own words he used

Beside biographical action scheme, Schütze distinguished three
other biographical process structures that are understood as
ordering principles of one’s life history: trajectory of suffering
(an individual is not capable of actively shaping his/her own
life anymore, since he/she can only react to overwhelming
outer events); institutional expectation pattern (an individual follows institutionally-shaped and normatively-defined
courses of life), biographical metamorphosis (an individual faces
unexpected events or new opportunities which launch inner
development) (2008).
4
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I treated it so in my own conscience as if I was pay-

Looking for autonomy in order to reach
stability

ing, as if I was paying ((6 s))//as if it was kind of a toll
payment for not being obliged to stay there... I pay so
I can stay on my own…and later on my brother start-

ter acquiring substantial work experience in large,

at that point)). “And although he was in his teens and

often transnational companies, escape from their

I felt responsible for my brother in a way, well indi-

current employment contexts in order to finally

rectly, and there were some suggestions made by my

achieve the status of “the architect of one’s own

mother looking back at it now, I mean that we were

fortune.” Miller (2016), in his study on Polish free-

short of money, that something should be done.

The number in double parentheses indicates the length of the
pause in seconds; the text in double parentheses constitutes
the commentary; the underlined text – emphasis during the
speech; “//” – interruption or inclusion in the course of talking.

5
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I was in my teens, I was able to combine it all some-

I knew all the authorities, all the deans and the like,

and so in 2007 I came to the conclusion that I should

folio working, underlines the role of these resources

how... //and a digression why, because I have an opin-

all those professors, doctors… and so they would sup-

be working on my own because I had, after five years

in one’s decision to resign from a “stable” job, and

ion that we were raised differently.”

port us greatly and our initiatives, so I, when it came

of… experience, contacts, so I got the idea so I should

subsequently in maintaining a sense of continuity

to year-end exams and, having them all passed quick-

start my own business and do it my way and so far…

of one’s professional career. Even when there are

A process similar to that observed in the narrator’s

ly, I was done with them by end of May, and so until

it’s been working for me for eight years, hasn’t it?...

no new “projects” for some time, having an aware-

family of origin can be discerned when we look

mid-October I could stay in Ireland… earning money

since 2007, eight years… ((5s.))

ness that one’s own competences are appreciated by

at his professional career. The autonomy he has

to support myself during the next season\...

achieved in this area after many years of efforts is

clients enables people working on flexible terms to
As seen above, Piotr has been working as a free-

treat that situation as a transitional period (1994; cf.
Miller 2016).

very closely guarded, that is, the narrator supports

In a similarly unthinking manner the narrator em-

lancer for eight years now. He explains that his de-

it with an extensive set of arguments, despite all the

barked on his current professional career as a busi-

cision to choose this career path was determined

visible symptoms of suffering; in this case, due to

ness psychologist:

by a growing need to free himself from tight, high-

Interestingly, on one hand Piotr enlarges on all the

ly routine structures of the organizations he was

advantages of having his own portfolio of compe-

being chronically overworked. In the family sphere
he has also sought autonomy at all costs, fearing his

And so I started conducting business training ses-

employed in, and to concentrate on “doing things

tences that secure his self-employed status, while

mother’s depression and the general dejected atmo-

sions, because one of the consultants became ill and

differently.” Throughout the whole interview he

on the other he also remains highly critical of, as

sphere of his home; the need for autonomy results

there arose a need to conduct that training and they

(typically for freelancers) strongly emphasized the

he describes it, the illusion of security offered by

in getting trapped for many years in emotional con-

decided to give it a go and rely on me in that matter,

key role of autonomy in making his own work-re-

full-time employment compared to the vision of

flicts with those close to him.

and because of my experience in the projects carried

lated decisions, and self-determination in creating

stability through autonomy which he promotes. He

out during my studies, and with various consulting

his own professional career. He could thus be de-

then opposes the general attitude of young Polish

While still a student of business psychology, Piotr

corporations, I was able to shoulder that as these

scribed, referring again to Miller’s (2016) typology

workers, who normatively accept insecurity and the

became involved in university-based group activi-

were rather soft skills, not specialist, some counsel-

of freelance employment, as an escaping freelancer,

high flexibility required by the contemporary labor

ties: he organised meetings with well-known en-

ling, a quite easy thing psychologically-wise… And

who in search of autonomy and/or due to unsatis-

market only if it frames just an initial stage of their

trepreneurs and business people, and advised his

so it clicked, it clicked\\... And so on, one after anoth-

factory conditions in his current workplace gives

occupational careers and constitutes a “bridge” to

peers on running their companies. It all started

er and another... And so from the beginning of 2002,

up the “stable” employment and takes advantage of

traditional, more stable forms of employment (Gi-

somehow automatically, and rapidly expanded, al-

since that time I have been working in this business,

his own acknowledged professional competences,

ermanowska 2013; Mrozowicki 2016). Piotr is aware

though he had not shown an interest in this matter

so it’s over 13 years now that I’ve been doing this…

experiences, and the contacts collected in previous

that the neoliberal regime has dismantled the wel-

before. This intensive activity was, again, prompted

during which time I have gone through three compa-

jobs in order to find his own path of professional

fare state guarantees of permanent employment,

by the tough conditions in his family home:

nies, where I first worked as a full-time employee and

development6. Charles Handy, in his studies on port-

and thus he rather follows the individualistic ideas

Miller (2016) provides a comprehensive typology of freelance career patterns: 1) born freelancers, who from the beginning of their professional careers could not imagine any
other model of employment and relates freelancing to their
own features of character and the values they follow (e.g. opposing inflexible working conditions in corporate-like organizations); 2) escaping freelancers who quit “stable” work and,
thanks to acknowledged qualifications, experience and contacts collected in previous jobs, are able to succeed on the job
market; their reasons for “becoming a freelancer” result from
previous unfavorable job experiences, that is, the need for
a greater independence/autonomy and/or unsatisfactory conditions in previous work (interpersonal conflicts, too many
obligations, problems with achieving a work-life balance, too

low wages, escape from routine and stress and from the limitations on further professional development in an inflexible
organization); 3) non-ideological freelancers who are driven by
“pragmatic” reasons rather than own features (unlike born
freelancers) or previous work experience (unlike escaping
freelancers); they see freelance as somehow profitable (mostly
in financial terms) or typical for particular professions (e.g. IT
specialists); and 4) forced freelancers, who are self-employed
due to economic reasons or an unfavorable job market situation (they either lost a “stable” occupation or could not find
one); they see freelancing as only a temporary and “transitory” career stage until they find a “normal” job; this type is in
some fashion a denial of the idea of freelancing, as autonomy
is not a value for such people.

later on other terms of cooperation… -Errrm- these

144

It was at the point of my studies where this financial

have always been bigger players, with the last one be-

situation of my mother still wasn’t good. So in the year

ing an international company... which gave me access

2000, I kind of experienced how nice it was to earn your

to various specific projects, skills and qualification

own money and, on the other hand, I had the need to

developments, but it always made me want to do it

finance myself as such was the reality and… I began to

my way… And so as it happened that with each of

go to Ireland during my studies and spent four sum-

those concepts I was involved in, I had this feeling of

mer seasons there ((smiling))… and so it was very sim-

doing things differently, I was cornered by all those

ilar because of this student activity being very vivid

formal constraints just because I was an employee…
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of coping with market-driven forces, which are

ually self-reproducing networks that generate new

projects simultaneously. They can be launched only

So I wake up at 5 o’clock in the morning, if I’ve got

framed by investments in self-development, show-

possibilities (cf. Beck 1992; Castells 1996; Boltanski

thanks to an impressively extensive (albeit weak)

a counselling session, it’s usually in Warsaw, so to be

ing one’s initiative, individual coping with uncer-

and Chiapello 1999). Last but not least, the cultur-

network of contacts that are, as it was noted, collect-

there at 8.30 I have to wake up at 5 and leave at 6 to

tainty and risk, and flexibility (cf. Giddens 1991;

al imperative of self-creation and self-realization in

ed and “looked after” from the times of his stud-

arrive thirty minutes before the group comes in, to

Beck 1992; Sennett 1998). However, at the same time

the professional sphere, which provides ever new

ies. Moreover, since being a business psychologist is

get the conference room ready, be on time, extinguish

he fails to find internal peace in that sphere; in fact,

modes of rationalizations for one’s work engage-

about arousing and maintaining clients’ proactive

a fire, as it often happens that the conference room

similarly to the family sphere, he experiences some

ment and heavy workload, perfectly complements

behavior, Piotr also teaches them the attitude that he

is meant for 5 people only and not 15, and so on…

sort of suffering:

the above tendencies.

has internalized as a freelancer. The analysis of Pi-

so when I’ve got a training day, I need this buffer…

otr’s narrative shows, however, that this dominance

or if I get this kind of mixed day, I wake up early,

of work creates tensions with respect to his private

I mean one hour, one and a half hours before break-

life. Typically for contemporary times, work as cen-

fast. Marysia [Piotr’s wife] is still asleep, I work from

So far I have done 70% of things on my own terms.

The trajectory of too many engagements

I do things that stimulate me intellectually. But, they
just cost me lots of energy because my work is about

As noted by Boltanski and Chiapello in their book

tral category in the interviewee’s life is not a matter

home, but I think I manage my work well and I like

erm: going away, talking to people and being with

The New Spirit of Capitalism (1999), capitalism in the

of his choice, but a structural requirement in a high-

this type of home-office, I’m not the type that would

people all day every day. Erm, and this is all physi-

Western world is dominated by the project-orient-

ly competitive job market. The problems of work-life

lie on the sofa until 12 o’clock and watch TV and start

cally –erm- energetically –erm- tiring, right? In a way,

ed cité (regime of justification of the private mar-

balance and colonialization of private life by work

working only afterwards, people are not the same, not

you know, if you own a shop, two shops, three shops,

ket economy). Its central category is “activity.” An

are often seen as a consequence of the tendency

everyone can work from home… during the first hour

two restaurants…

individual needs to remain constantly “active,” to

towards the flexibilization of employment (Sennett

I take out my diary and check what’s on for today and

“engage” in “projects” and share “new ideas.” Life

1998; Gdula 2014). In the case of Piotr, the analogy

what’s on this week, I check my incoming mail, pri-

Piotr’s story reveals that the systemic transforma-

is defined then as a series of “projects” that require

between his family situation and work comes down

oritize e-mails, and that’s what I do, I teach Marysia

tion has created a specific basis for the development

“activity” or readiness to conduct them (one should

again to well-thought out “technologies of self.” He

not to answer mails straightaway and I don’t send my

of a freelance attitude. In many narratives we stud-

never remain outside of some project). Although

has introduced some regimes to structure his work-

mails earlier than 8.30 a.m. or later than 6 p.m.… ((4s))

ied, the economic situation of one’s family during

this “engagement” is always short-term and focused

ing day and to separate his professional and private

I work with Google Calendar and I create worklists

the first years after the systemic transformation

on rapid achievement of some given goals, it always

spheres. These regimes, however, are subject to

covering things to do today, I’ve got those tabs and

turned out to be very unfavorable, leading young

brings excitement and satisfaction. According to

a great deal of control and are so strictly observed

I check them when an item is done or not, I avoid the

people to carry out intensified activities in order to

Boltanski and Chiapello, one of the results of this

that one gets the impression of a lack of autonomy,

accumulation of things anyway\... ((3s)) and that’s

avoid repeating their parents’ plight and to achieve

“active” attitude are “network” relationships based

or at least a dependence on these regimes in order

how it looks… So these are undefined working hours,

their own autonomy. Moreover, the features of

on loose ties, which allow individuals to initiate and

to preserve autonomy. In other words, the search

in the sense that of course I can work between 6 a.m.

self-employment in our times, in particular its acute

conduct new “projects.” Thanks to them, such divi-

for autonomy is not undertaken with an aim to find

and 9-10 p.m., but what I can do as well is to go walk-

precarity (with its project-based working style and

sions like stable employment and lack of certainty,

new values, but turns into an autotelic goal instead.

ing in the woods for an hour and a half with my au-

short-term planning) (cf. Standing 2011) force them

or work and leisure, are being eliminated (Stacho-

Moreover, paradoxically it leads to other dependen-

diobook and headphones on, or I can watch House

to accelerate their actions even more. Scholars indi-

wiak 2014; cf. Chiapello and Fairclough 2002).

cies, both in the sphere of personal relations, as well

of Cards, season 3 working out on a cross-trainer, as

as in that of work: the means (autonomy) becomes

I’ve done today…so on the one hand it is a job from

cate that this de-standardization of work, as well as
the emergence of new technologies and new man-

Piotr’s work story seems to match Boltanski and Chi-

autonomous in relation to the end (stability). Free-

the morning until late hours, but -errm- the system

agement policies, leads to high levels of uncertainty

apello’s diagnosis of the present times. His freelance

ing himself from one form of work (in a corporation)

of work is different, due to the frequent changes of

and precariousness of employment, despite the abil-

activity is grounded on a constant proactive attitude

turns into dependence on another form (freelancer’s

activity if you compare office work for 8 hours sitting

ity of the system to learn in the context of the contin-

and openness to conduct several, mostly short-term,

workaholism):

in front of the computer, right?

146
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In the same way, in trying to free himself from be-

Piotr’s account of the repeated and long-standing

ration, because I can’t do anything special about it, if

possible surprises, he “takes over” the world around

ing absorbed by his family, the narrator cuts all the

efforts to initiate contacts with his family, and their

it is to collapse, then it will collapse, right?

him and makes it his own, regulating the quantity

family ties, which in itself is a form of dependence

ultimate failure, strikes a similar tone as with his

(being trapped in a relationship which has not been

overall resentment, which goes beyond the private

Using Fritz Schütze’s (2008) language of biograph-

concern therefore, as was discussed, is about multi-

worked through, or closed). Even today past emo-

sphere and encompasses the whole world. He criti-

ical processes (ordering principles of one’s life his-

plying professional and relational modes of know-

tions keep coming back, both in his life and in his

cizes his young clients for becoming more and more

tory), we could say that modernity holds a constant

ing and being able to compartmentalize everything

narrative. Piotr refers to his family situation as a fail-

demanding, which then leads him to distance him-

trajectory potential (for a definition of trajectory – see

and everyone around him, as well as about keeping

ure, he resents his brother and parents, and dwells

self from the whole society. He deplores the general

annotation 4): a biographical trajectory is the effect

the right mindset, and thus maintaining his self-im-

on past events. Trying to understand it all, he resorts

decline of authorities and, from that point onwards,

of not only the external, uncontrollable forces, but

to interpreting his family situation at the macro-so-

his narrative slides into melancholy, resentments,

also of too many (even if superficial) entanglements.

age as an autonomous person. Yet, since he prevents

cial level: the mother as a victim of massive layoffs

and decadence. According to Piotr, the world (sub-

Piotr is aware of becoming trapped in the world

in the 1990s. and the father as a ruined entrepreneur

ject to iron rules) is heading in the wrong direction

of work, but he remains caught, since he sees the

unable to adapt to the neoliberal conditions. Thus, he

and there is little opportunity to do anything about

solution in the right mindset (see the section below).

manages to convince himself again he is not in any

it. And yet, he acts both in his professional and fam-

The real solution would be to gradually reduce the

sense to blame for what happened. At the same time,

ily contexts, in disaccordance with it, trying in vain

trajectory potential inherent in the style and char-

So to be in good health, Erm: that’s what I dream of.

he can see this, but it does not bring him a sense of

to control everything and everyone:

acter of his work, but to do so he would have to ac-

Errrm… I don’t have any dreams that are defined,

knowledge this potential, as well as come to terms

in the sense ((smacking)) of measurability, or I can’t

internal peace. Finally, seeing that each and every ef-

of spontaneity and relational closeness. His main

any novelty by constant self-motivating, rationalizing and self-control executed in his life and work,
he becomes more and more bored, despondent, and
lonely:

fort he makes to meet with his family fails, and the

I am really trying to simply re-formulate this resource,

with his own underlying fears. It is this very fear

think of any item, erm: you know, any quantifiable

casual psychological counselling turns out to be of

but on different terms//well, I don’t know, we chat

of losing autonomy that means he is forced to over-

things, right? And after I become dependent/ I mean

little help, he decides to use another psychological

with Marysia sometimes that if something occurs to

work – in order to always secure himself and stay

the disease/, that takes sanity/ ((with a deep sigh))

method (transgenerational analysis, called “the gen-

me, I’m like “What can we do about it, what does it

ahead of the market. In other words, while in mo-

((coughing)) I can record that, write it down, blimey, if

ogram,” which is used in family therapy) to further

bring about?”, rather than “Why has this happened to

dernity the trajectory appears to be related to the

I were to be/ I will shoot myself in the head, whatever,

justify how his family situation has affected him.

me, for what the fuck sake?” There is this saying that

institutional pattern, in postmodernity it may stem

I don’t want to suffer. And I don’t want to be a burden

As a result of all these actions, he has been able to

“life is out of your comfort zone,” if you are in your

from a biographical pattern of activity, which be-

to anybody. I’ve got all the things sorted out as far as

mentally organize the past, to categorize all these

comfort zone and live a comfortable life, then you are

comes a compulsion - a cultural imperative, as well

my death is concerned/ erm:/ leaving this earth. Hon-

events as irreversible. He has also gained a broader

lazy, you get a little bit, although others claim the op-

as a structural requirement of the labor market.

estly, I’ve got my will drawn up, so that there is no

(multi-generational) perspective on his family situa-

posite, but I find it to be characteristic of myself that

tion: “what I think is that there is this certain trauma,

a certain discomfort makes you take action, doesn’t it?

such feeling that I’m leaving things unsorted, right?

A right mindset attitude

that the generation of my parents experienced – ermsomething difficult and that something just didn’t

In light of the above, it comes as no surprise that
Afterwards the narrator adds:

work out for them.” Despite having worked through

As the extracts quoted above show, the narrator es-

Piotr’s relationship with his wife is very partner-

capes from his mother’s depression, his brother’s

ship-like. It is “contract-based,” and their personal

these biographical events on many levels, he doesn’t

I am afraid of becoming ill. I’m afraid of losing my au-

excessive demands, and his father’s professional in-

boundaries are clear and each spouse has a lot of

feel less unhappy. As in the past, he feels incredibly

tonomy. Am I afraid of social changes in a sense that/,

competence by pursuing his own goals. Piotr pres-

autonomy. He is also unwilling to have children:

lonely, and at the same time even more determined

I don’t know if I am especially afraid of anything be-

ents a completely opposite attitude, as he engages in

to persuade himself that his autonomy and indepen-

cause I’ve got this feeling that, erm in a certain way

a number of activities, and motivates and advises

Each of us has their own business, an idea of life they

dence constitute the highest values.

erm I can anticipate that. And so it is not about prepa-

others and himself. Consequently, he wards off any

would like to live, wants to grow and that’s what we

148
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give vent to, what we invest in… but what I also think

I am a supporter of separating this private sphere

be done at the primary level, not necessarily to be

ideal types, which we formulated using abductive

is that we have loads of time for each other, we’re

from the professional one and having, erm: this base

pleased or to feel self-fulfilled with it; self-realiza-

reasoning with reference to the biographical narra-

growing strong... and hopefully we shall continue in

outside of work, not to only live your work for it not

tion at work – although connected with the above

tives collected within the framework of our research

this vein…

to be joined together.

- remains of secondary importance. As a result, his

project, as well as from the sociological literature:

choice of studies stemmed from a rational calculaIn a transforming society, which experiences a crisis

Although other parts of his narrative might lead

tion (see the discussion on p. 141-142), rather than

Work as a necessary (inevitable) element of life is con-

of bonds, the described strategy seems to be one of

one to doubt whether Piotr is able to preserve the

searching for an answer to the question “Who am

nected with other areas (elements) in life.

the potential individualistic adaptations: it aims to

boundary between the sphere of life and sphere of

I?”, or “Who could I be?”. Similarly, his largely ran-

seek to isolate oneself as the only reality, with the

work quite as consistently as he claims to be doing

dom choice of profession (see also the quotation on

Work as a part of my life – similarly to other areas – is

(see the quotation on p. 144-145), the narrative also

p. 143) could be indicative of a professional identi-

connected with my ( i t s ) features, my lifestyle, and

shows other indicators of the modern understand-

ty that is rather adopted than sought after. In addi-

with me.

ing of work. As he points out in the quotation above

tion, Piotr declares he would find it easy to change

(and also discusses at length in other places in the

his job. It can be concluded that his attitude toward

The core meaning of these terms, with clear con-

interview) not only does he treat them as separate

work is well summarized in the following formula:

notations, but unclear denotations, comes down to

entities, but he also clearly delineates their mutual

although work constitutes an (inherent) part of life,

the type of relationship between the individual and

relations: it is life (i.e. providing an answer to the

one works to live rather than lives to work.

his or her work, as well as the image of society and

use of various “technologies of self,” rationalizations, modes of knowledge, et cetera. Consequently,
the I becomes the only support available, sometimes
to the point when, as in this case, one’s problems
are absorbing oneself beyond everything else. As
will be discussed below in detail, the I takes a given
shape for specific reasons related to the interrelatedness between the social orders. From what has been
related so far, though, it should be clear that Piotr’s
biography represents a too fixed organization of experience. He takes on anything to free himself either
from his past family situation (by becoming a business psychologist), or from his present working conditions (by dwelling on the uncertain and abstract,
with no value-oriented life and work prospects). Yet,
the sole purpose of all that is to avoid the uncontrollable and surprising.

Identity, occupation, life: the two
meanings of work

question how I want to live and who I want to live

work. In the first image, the individual faces a so-

with) that is primary and constitutes the point of

The aim of reconstructing biographical meanings is

cial reality divided into different spheres, towards

reference. Work is a fact, “a natural thing” to be ac-

not only to give an account of an individual’s under-

which the subject may display a more or less favor-

cepted; its role is to provide one with the means to

standing of his or her life, but also to establish the

able attitude, but which remain facts, irrespective of

live the way one wants to live:

meanings that stem from the relationships between

individual perspectives. The individual can experi-

the different elements of one’s biography, even if

ence and reflect upon work in different ways, but

And therefore to work later on was something natu-

both could be inconsistent. Reasoning in the terms

the basis of his or her experience is the necessity

ral for me, I mean that you have to work, right?...and

of ideal types is especially effective for this goal,

to acknowledge the fact of work – by virtue of its

anyway, you know, there comes a moment you’ve got

since it makes it possible to create notions which are

very existence (according to Emil Durkheim’s (1965)

your own money and it’s nice… and when you don’t

rooted in the empirical material, but which do not

classic definition of a social fact)7 or the force of

have it, you want to have it again, and when you have

have to be derived only from it. Reconstruction with

needs, which, while realized in other spheres (in the

already worked, it’s all so natural, right?...

ideal types allows one to distinguish possible sepa-

sphere of life distinct from the sphere of work), re-

rate dimensions (or discourses) interrelated in a nar-

main functionally interconnected with the sphere of

As indicated in various sections of the interview,

rator’s expressions, and to describe the relations be-

work, a fact understood and accepted by a rational

the narrator holds (and so does the modern vision

tween them and broader social processes.

Several times during the interview Piotr makes

of functionally-interconnected spheres of reality)

a clear distinction between the sphere of work and

that the main goal of working is to earn money. It

One useful set of contrasting terms from a range of

his private life, both in terms of tasks (see the quo-

is better - even if it is not necessary - to do what you

the possible meanings of the category of ‘profession-

tation on p. 144-145 on the organization of his work),

are good at and what you like doing, since it makes

al work’ - within the biographical structure of mean-

and relationships:

easier to do your work well. Work is something to

ings and experience - is provided by the following

150
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Durkheim in his influential definition claimed that social
fact is “every way of acting, fixed or not, capable of exercising
on the individual an external constraint […] which is general
throughout a given society while at the same time existing in
its own right, independent of its individual manifestations”
(1965: 13). Similarly gainful work in this image is experienced
as external, a priori for an individual obvious and natural part
of the world and one’s life.
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actor. Depending on which approach is chosen, we

him – or herself at the moment of telling the sto-

mechanisms described above. Moreover, similarly

ability to get on in life. From a variety of different

can refer to two opposing paradigms: the over-so-

ry – remains secondary and reconstructs himself or

to social roles in modernity, the relation between

possible perspectives a narrator is choosing the right

cialized Durkheimian model of individuals (1965);

herself through the acceptance of (or taking a posi-

the individual and his or her work may be mediated

mindset as the criterion to also describe his more dis-

or the over-rationalized model of the rational choice

tion in relation to) a social identity connected with

by the images of I, thus becoming motives indepen-

tant family ground.

theory (cf. Powell and DiMaggio 1991). In each, work

social roles. In the second case, it is the individual

dent from the individual I.

becomes a social role for individuals, hence (not be-

identity which is of primary importance: the indi-

ing fully precise here) – an adopted identity.

vidual finds (i.e. reconstructs in the course of telling

As we pointed out above, the central motive behind

the right mindset for himself, and he regards this

the story) this identity in his or her actions, dilem-

Piotr’s actions is the search for autonomy. The nar-

very ability (the ability to transform difficulties into

However, there is also a different possibility. In the

mas, experiences (i.e. types or styles of experiences)

rator claims that he started working as early as in

case of the second type expressed above, reality

in various spheres of social reality. Consequently,

secondary school in order to financially support his

resources) as his most important feature, his most

does not appear to have such distinct contours. In-

the above distinction between the two meanings

mother and to move out from home. He also men-

stead, the narrative develops as a story about fea-

of work could be expressed as a contrast between:

tions the feeling of shame and sense of responsi-

tures (dilemmas or pursuits) of individuals and his

identity adopted and identity found, as well as be-

bility for his family at that time. His contradictory

or her life. As the manifestations of these features

tween the conceptualizations of the modern society

emotions led him to cut off from his (in his view) de-

combine to form a story of professional life. or an-

(a society of facts and social roles, or of function-

pressive mother and excessively demanding broth-

other biographical sphere, we can get the impres-

ally interconnected institutions, as well as rational

er, yet they both keep re-emerging in his story. His

sion of choice and/or consequences of the individu-

individuals) and the postmodern society (which is

mother’s unemployment and depressive tendencies

al’s actions, or even of a non-necessary application

fluid in both its social dimension – as devoid of clear

became the narrator’s trauma, setting a direction for

of a category external to the narrative to the stream

boundaries between social spheres - and in its indi-

all his future life. A thorough analysis of the narra-

of individual experience (presented in narration).

vidual dimension – as constantly reconstructed by

tive shows that his taking up professional work, as

individuals; see also: Giddens 1991; Beck 1992; Bau-

well as maintaining intensified levels of activity in

To put it metaphorically, while in the first case the

man 2000). Therefore, we will refer to the first mean-

this area since he was a student (with symptoms of

boundary will run between work and life as such

ing of work as “modern,” and to the second one – as

workaholism), constitutes the narrator’s struggle for

(work-life balance), in the second case there may be no

“postmodern”8.

the right mindset, which is to protect him from slid-

Piotr was able to transform his family problems into

ing into the apathy he experienced as an adolescent.

such division, the division may be flexible, it may

valuable resource:
Marysia says, says about me that, that she has never known anybody who had this ability to adapt to
certain circumstances as I do, right// what I mean is...
I have this feeling on the other hand that if it hadn’t
been for our family story I wouldn’t be the person
I am now, if I hadn’t been challenged in a certain way
to grow up so early, I probably wouldn’t have dared to
have taken particular decisions about my life, right?,
right... so I’m not treating it as a… I mean I am really
trying to simply re- formulate this resource.

Piotr’s professional activity of business psychologist could itself be seen as the kind of work which
is linked with his intention to develop and main-

be time- and context-dependent, or – in a situation

As the above shows, it would be a mistake to con-

closest to the first case - it will run between profes-

clude that the postmodern interpretation of work

The category of the right mindset manifests itself not

sional life and personal life, treated as two contexts

“expresses” the individual to a larger extent than

only in the story of Piotr’s work: almost all issues

the question whether the narrator finds fulfilment

or manners of externalizing/expressing the individ-

the modern one does. In fact the contrary is true: it

the narrator brings up during the 6-hour interview

in this job, given both his critical appraisal of the

ual I.

is modernity that offers a better chance for an indi-

combine to form an analysis of reality based on this

contemporary world (and his learners), where the

vidual to “adjust” to his or her work based on the

very criterion. For example, just after the end of the

lack of the right mindset appears to be as acute as in

narrative phase, the interview contains an extensive

his family home, as well as the enormous amount of

(20-minute-long) section uninterrupted by ques-

effort he puts into his work (see also the quotation

tions, wherein the narrator reconstructs the history

on p. 147). The narrator’s structure of meaning at-

of his distant family pondering on the attitudes dis-

tributed to “work” should not be described in terms

played by the different family members and their

of self-realization, but rather as follows:

However, the core of the difference between the two
images above is not the degree of directness in the
relationship between the individual and work, but
rather its mechanism. In the first case, it is work that
is primary, while the individual – as he or she sees
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We do not find it necessary to discuss different conceptualizations of contemporary transformation as late modernity
(Giddens 1991), second modernity (Beck 1992), fluid modernity
(Bauman 2000) or postmodernity. We adopt the notion of postmodernity for our model since our goal is to analyze the difference between an “old” and “new” meaning of work rather than
elements of continuity.

8

tain the right mindset. It would be hard to answer
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Table 1. Two meanings of work in Piotr’s biography

A feature of Piotr’s life is an endeavour to achieve Postmodern meaning of work:
the right mindset (and this is also the main feature of Work as a development/fulfilment of a feature of
his work as a business psychologist)

the narrator’s life

omy and stability motives in the light of social or-

to the simple means of satisfying the needs of the

ders’ incoherencies). Piotr’s narration indicates the

individual. Work as such becomes autonomous in

complex relationship between the motive of auton-

Piotr’s biography, which leads to the emergence of

omy and the motive of stability (a stable relation be-

elements of workaholism and professional burn-

tween the different spheres of one’s life), as well as

out.

the difficulties in maintaining a work-life balance in
Piotr’s narrative contains many indicators of the

the late capitalism.
This feature remains a pre-condition to maintaining Modern meaning of work:
the ability to act and to live a life where work re- Work as an element of life whose necessary characmains separated from other life spheres, and helps ter and functional connection with other life spheres
to preserve them and to preserve stability in life.

needs to be preserved

Source: own elaboration.

co-occurrence of phenomena that the sociological
Piotr’s biography is an example of postmodern work

literature associates with modernity and postmo-

patterns as structured by an individual. It is indic-

dernity. Therefore, we could consider his case as

ative of the postmodern contradiction which arises

a transitory one between these social orders. The

from the pursuit of autonomy stemming from the

tensions in the area of work which we can find in

fear of becoming excessively involved in the corpo-

his biography could be seen as a result of the dis-

rate world, accompanied by the necessity to perform

continuities and tensions that arise between these

excessive amounts of work typical for a freelancer,

two social orders.

carry out constant self-advertising, as well as mainIn Piotr’s narrative, it is the postmodern meaning of

that is, where the lack of work-life balance is sharply

tain strenuous regimes of work and extensive social

Interestingly, the coexistence of modern and post-

the category of work that is of primary importance

criticized. To sum up, the maintenance of his ability

networks in the fluid, flexible realities of today’s la-

modern meanings of work is a common feature in

and constitutes the basis for applying the catego-

to realize the modern meaning of work is in fact, in

bor market. The story presented above shows that

many of the narrations of Polish professionals and

ries of modern meaning, while the fulcrum and the

Piotr’s narrative, the realization of its postmodern

what really constitutes the core of a contemporary

corporate workers within our research project’s

driving force behind his biography is the struggle

meaning. It puts the category of work at the center

individual’s condition is a structural crisis leading

collection of interviews. However, the relationship

to preserve autonomy. At work, the narrator realiz-

of his biographical structure of experience and leads

to a constant sense of tension: the requirement to

between them can be different. Postmodern mean-

es not so much the features of himself (although he

to the tension with his understanding of work in

ceaselessly climb up the career ladder (here: by

ing often can be identified with self-realization of

considers his autonomy and the right mindset to be

modern terms.

means of the right mindset), while remaining con-

an individual within the sphere of work. It is often

stantly at risk of an unexpected crisis.

linked with a self-image as a creative person, with

his most important features), as the features of his
life. The satisfaction in his life is not a consequence

Discussion

of a positive configuration of non-work spheres of

some special skills or competences which are disIn addition, Piotr’s case proves that work can be

covered and developed during one’s life. Sometimes

life; despite his declaration of the secondary impor-

The motive of autonomy usually plays an important

postmodern in its character without bringing

it is connected with moments of retrospective refor-

tance of work, his narration indicates rather a subor-

role in the narrations of freelancers and employees

self-fulfilment. At the same time, the modern

mulation of biographical development. For example,

dination of other life domains to the sphere of work.

of transnational corporations (cf. Miller 2016). How-

and postmodern meanings of work can co-occur,

a narrator who decided to change her type of pro-

His satisfaction results not from the work fulfil-

ever Piotr’s narration, being an extreme, rather than

which in the case of this narrative triggers initial-

fession from animation culture to the IT industry,

ment, but from the conviction that he is able to pre-

an average case, shows more clearly how important

ly hidden potential of trajectory and autonomiza-

summed up her education in culture and art histo-

serve his autonomy and the right mindset. However,

autonomy can become and how contradictory it re-

tion of the motive of work, making the individual

ry, as well as her earlier experiences as the devel-

the predominance of work over other spheres of life

mains in the context of the interrelation between

unhappy. In this structure, work cannot become a

opment of analytical thinking and some special at-

is also perceived by the narrator as a threat to his

postmodern and modern meanings (cf. Biały 2015

value in itself and it cannot lead to the emergence

titudes. She concluded that this type of thinking is

autonomy, as some parts of the narrative indicate,

on the preliminary conceptualization of the auton-

of the self-realization motive. Nor can it be reduced

her distinctive feature and led her to the IT industry.
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Durkheim Émile. 1965. The rules of sociological method. Eighth edi-

Hall, Douglas T. 1976. Careers in organizations. Pacific Palisades:

tion. New York: Free Press.

Goodyear.

a narrator than profitable employment. However,

Domański, Henryk. 2002. Polska klasa średnia. Wrocław: Wy-

Handy, Charles. 1994. The Empty Raincoat: Making sense of the

these interrelations: 1) The cultural imperative of

in the latter case the tension is still usually present,

dawnictwo Fundacja na Rzecz Nauki Polskiej i Wydawnictwo

future. London: Arrow Business.

self-realization inclines one to reinterpret his or her

not necessarily within the sphere of professional

Wrocławskie.

profession or work as a matter of choice, personal

work, but rather between the necessary profitable

or biographical development, or even fun (cf. Jacyno

work and “private” work after hours. The narration

2007: 2). The pressure of excessive tasks or rivalry

of Piotr reveals tensions which were commonly ex-

More often it is the modern meaning of work which

tivism, art). These activities are treated as a sphere

constitutes the basis for the postmodern one, rath-

of self-fulfilment, and often are more important for

er than vice-versa. Two motives are dominant in

in the workplace leads an individual to search for

pressed within our collection of interviews. None-

(psychological) tools which would rationalize his or

theless, his case is of special meaning as it proves

her dedication and would make him or her more ef-

that postmodern work does not have to be linked

fective. The narration on work closer to this modern

with self-realization, and that not only can post-

understanding is more characteristic for narrators

modern discourse be utilized for modern goals,

who are disappointed with their occupational life

but also modern notions can be used for the sake of

and are engaged in other activities (e.g. social ac-

postmodern values.
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